* MORE MOTANK SLAG DOOR RAM
* MORE CATTIS EAF AUTO SAMPLER
* 8" DANIELI BILLET WELDING SYSTEM
* ROLLING MILL SPINDLES - VARIOUS SIZES
* HOT SHEARS - VARIOUS SIZES & SPEEDS
* MORGAN INCLINED LAYING HEAD
* 550 TON DANIELI COLD BAR SHEAR
* 3.5" DIA. DAISHO BAR PEELER
* 12" DIA. KZTS BAR PEELING MACHINE
* BLASTEC BAR SHOT BLASTER
* LARGE DIAMETER "UNUSED" BEARINGS
* ROD CHOMPER #18 REBAR BENDER

12" MOELLER NEUMAN STAND

12" MOELLER NEUMAN STAND

DANIELI COLD BAR SHEAR

2-HIGH REVERSING MILL

WALKING BEAM COOLING BED

COLD SHEAR

ROLL GRINDER

" 6" DIA. MEDART 2 ROLL ROTARY STRAIGHTENER
" TWIN CITY MODEL BCN-SW COMBUSTION AIR BLOWER
" 3350 CU FT BLAWKNOX CHARGING BUCKETS
" 1 CU YD BLAWKNOX SINGLE LINE CLAMSHELL BUCKET
" 150 TON BOLTECH MOTORIZED LADLE TRANSFER CAR
" 120 TON KRUPP LADLE METALLURGY FURNACE
" 50 TON MEGA BOTTOM POURING LADIES
" 12.5" WIDE CENTRO-MORGARDSHAMMAR BILLET GRINDER
" 10" DIA. CINCINNATI TWIN GRIP CENTERLESS GRINDERS
" ROLLING MILL STANDS - VARIOUS SIZES & CONFIGURATIONS
" COMBINATION PINION STANDS - VARIOUS SIZES & RATIOS
" HOT SHEARS - VARIOUS SIZES & SPEEDS
" ANSIMG MAGNETIC DRIVE CHEMICAL PUMPS - VARIOUS SIZES
" 12" DIA. MOELLER NEUMANN EIGHT STAND H/V BAR FINISHING MILL
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